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Abstract 
We generalize the results of the compact case to locally compact orthomodular lattices. 
(= OML). We first show that any locally compact OML is totally disconnected, and prove 
that any locally compact, locally convex OML has a local basis consisting of small OMLs. 
Secondly a locally compact, locally convex complete Boolean algebra is completely charac- 
terized in terms of power set Booleans and discrete Boolean algebras. Finally, we obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a locally compact, locally convex OML to have a 
representation by a product of finitely many compact OMLs and discrete OMLs. 
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Orthomodular lattices are the most tractible abstract models for the quantum 
logic approach to the foundations of quantum mechanics. They have been studied 
principally as algebras, but also from a combinatorial point of view and from a 
logical perspective [9]. In [5] we studied topological aspects of orthomodular 
lattices, focusing on compact topological orthomodular lattices. This investigation 
stimulated the unveiling of new and interesting nontopological characterizations of 
classes of topological orthomodular lattices [12,13]. In this paper, we generalize 
some of the results of the compact case in [5] to locally compact orthomodular 
lattices. We first show that any locally compact orthomodular lattice is totally 
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disconnected. Further, we prove that any locally compact, locally convex ortho- 
modular lattice has a local basis consisting of small interval subalgebras. 
It is well known [3,13] that any compact Boolean algebra is algebraically and 
topologically isomorphic to a power set lattice (2A, TV), where rP is the product 
topology, and 2 is the two-element discrete chain. We prove that if B is a locally 
compact, locally convex complete Boolean algebra, then B is algebraically and 
topologically isomorphic to (2A1, TJ x (2 A2, 6) X D, where 6 is the discrete topol- 
ogy on 2A2, and D is a discrete atomless Boolean algebra. We then obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a locally compact, locally convex orthomod- 
ular lattice to have a representation by a product of finitely many compact 
orthomodular lattices and finitely many discrete orthomodular lattices. 
By a topological orthomodular lattice (abbreviated TOML), we mean a pair 
CL, r), where L is an orthomodular lattice, and T is a Hausdorff topology on L for 
which the two lattice operations and the orthocomplementation operation are 
continuous. 
Note that in any TOML, if one of the lattice operations and the orthocomple- 
mentation operation are continuous, then the other lattice operation is also 
continuous. We shall use A A B and A V B for subsets A, B of a lattice 
CL, A , V 1, to denote the set {a A b I a EA and b E B) and (a V b I a EA and 
b E B} respectively. For an element a EL, we write a AL = {a) AL, which is the 
closed interval [0, a] in L, where 0 is the zero element, and dually for a V L. We 
use the notations a A L and [O, a] interchangeably. 
For other terminology, notation and definitions we mainly follow those in [5,91 
for OMLs and those in [3,14] for topological lattices. 
1. Locally compact TOMLs 
Let (L, T) be a TOML. (L, 7) is said to be locally convex, if for any nbd U of 
any x EL, there exists a convex nbd I/ of x such that VC U, where I/ is convex iff 
V= (VA L) f~ (VV I,), equivalently, for a, b, c EL, a G c Q b and a, b E I/ imply 
c E I/. 
(L, 7) is said to be locally compact if r is a locally compact topology, i.e., for 
any nbd U of any x E L, there exists a compact nbd I/ of x such that VC U. 
Note that any compact topological lattice is locally convex, and complete [3]. It 
is known [4] that any locally compact topological Boolean algebra (abbreviated 
TBA) is totally disconnected. This is true for any locally compact TOML, as we 
will see by the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. Every locally compact TOML L is totally disconnected. 
Proof. Let E be the connected component of 0 in L. Then by [5, Fact 21, E itself is 
a locally compact connected sublattice of L with respect to its relative topology, 
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because E is closed in L. Suppose that E # (0). Then we show that for any a E E, 
aAE=aAL.For,ifb~aAL,thenb=bAa~bAE.SincebAEistheimage 
of E under the continuous map f : L + L defined by f(x) = b AX for each x EL, 
b A E is also connected. Thus b A E c E, since 0 E b A E. Hence b E E. Therefore, 
b=aAbEaAE.Itfollowsthat aALcaAE,andhenceaAE=aAL.Again 
a A E itself is a locally compact connected TOML with respect to its relative 
topology. It is known [ll that any locally compact connected lattice is locally 
convex. Therefore, a A E is locally convex. For a compact nbd U of 0 in a A E, 
take a convex nbd V of 0 in a A E with V c U. Since a A E is nondegenerate 
connected, i.e., a A E f (01, we have V# (0). Now take c E V\(O). Then c A L c V 
c U because a A E = a AL. Hence c A E = c A L is a nondegenerate compact 
connected TOML. This is a contradiction to the fact that every compact TOML is 
totally disconnected [5]. Hence E must be (0). Now we show that the connected 
component E, of x E L\(O) is also a singleton (x). Suppose that E, # (x). Take 
y E E,\(x). Since x’ A E, is a connected subset of L containing 0, we have 
x’AE,=(O) and hence x’Ay=O. Thus x&y. E:=(z’lz~E,) is connected, 
because it is the image of E, under the homeomorphism of the orthocomplemen- 
tation map. Therefore, Ei Ax = (0). Thus y ’ Ax = 0, and hence y 6 x since L is 
an OML. This means that every element y in E,\(x) is incomparable with x. But 
this contradicts the fact that E, is a sublattice of L. Hence we have that E, = (x). 
cl 
Let L be a TOML. L is said to have small OMLs if, for any nbd U of any 
x EL, there exists a closed interval [a, bl (= a v (b A L) and a G b) which is a nbd 
of x and is contained in U. 
Lemma 1.2. If L is a locally compact, locally convex TOML then L has small OMLs, 
which are compact. 
Proof. Let x EL and let U, be any nbd of x. Choose nbds U,, U, of x such that 
U, is convex, U, is compact and U, c U, c U,. Since U, is compact and totally 
disconnected, there exists an open and closed (hence compact) nbd V of x such 
that VcU,.Nowlet A=(yEVlxAyEVand xVyEV).Then A isalsoopen 
and closed and hence compact, since A =f-‘(V) ngpl(V) n V, where f, g: 
L + L are the continuous maps defined for y E L by f(y) =x A y and g(y) =x V y. 
It is clear that x EA, furthermore x AA CA and x VA CA. For, whenever 
x~y~~~Awithy~A,wehavexA(xAy)=xAy~V,andwehavexV(x~ 
y> =x E A so that x AA CA. Dually, x VA CA. Now for each y E A, choose a 
nbd U, of y and a nbd V, of x in A such that V, A U, CA and V, V U, c A. This is 
possible because x A y E A, x V y E A and A is open. Since A is compact, we have 
that A = U y= ,U,, for finitely many yi. Set W = n y= IVY, and note that W is a nbd 
of x in A, and hence in L. Denote W v W v . . . V W (n times) by W” and 
WA ... A W (n times) by W,. Then by induction we have W” c W”-’ VA CA 
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and W, c W,_, A A CA for any positive integer n( # 1). Hence the sublattice [W] 
generated by W is contained in A. Clearly, Cl([WI) CA, where Cl is the closure 
operation in L. Since Cl([Wl) is a compact sublattice of L, there exist a = 
inf Cl([ W]) and b = sup Cl([ WI>. Since a, b E A, and A c U, which is convex, we 
have that WC Cl([W]) c [a, b] c U, c U,,. The proof is complete. q 
Corollary 1.3. Let L be a locally compact, locally convex TOML which is not 
discrete. If U is a nbd of 0, then there exists a nonzero element b such that b AL is 
open and compact in L and b A L c U. 
Proof. For any nbd U of 0, by Lemma 1.2 there exists a nonzero element c such 
that c A L is a compact nbd of 0 and c AL c U. Choose an open nbd W of 0 with 
W c c AL. Let L, = c A L. Since L, is a compact TOML with respect to its 
relative topology, it is atomic and its topology is generated by (a V L,, (a’ A c) A 
L, I a E&J, where A, is the set of atoms of L, (see [3, Theorem 11). Since W is an 
open nbd of 0 in L, as well, there exists a basic open nbd of 0 in L, say 
[A~=,(a~Ac>]AL,=bALcW,whereb=A~=,(a~Ac).SincebALisopenin 
W c L, and W itself is open in L, we have b A L is open and compact in L, and 
b A L c U. This completes the proof. 0 
The following lemma is one of the most important facts for the sequel. 
Lemma 1.4. Let L be a TOML. Then for an element a EL, [O, a] is an open set in L 
iff [O, a’] is discrete with respect to its relative topology. 
Proof. Necessity: If [O, a] is an open set in L, then it is a nbd of 0 in L. [O, a’] is a 
TOML with respect to its relative topology. Since [O, al n 10, a’] = 101, the element 
0 in [O, a’] is an isolated point. Hence [O, a’] is discrete with respect to its relative 
topology [51. 
Sufficiency: Suppose that [O, a’] is discrete in the relative sense. Then there 
exists a nbd U,, of a’ in L such that U,, I” [O, a’] = (a’]. To show that [O, a] is an 
open set, take any y E [a’, 11, then y A a’ = a’. Therefore, we have a nbd U, of y 
in L such that U, A a’ c U,,. For any x E U,, we have x A a’ E U,, fl [O, a’]. Thus 
x A a’ = a’ and hence a’ GX. It follows that U, c [a’, 11. Hence [a’, 11 is open in L. 
Therefore [O, a] = ~-‘([a’, 11) is open in L, where cp is the orthocomplementation 
map. 0 
The following corollary is immediate from Lemma 1.4 and Corollary 1.3. 
Corollary 1.5. Zf L is a locally compact, locally convex TOML with more than two 
elements, then there exists a nonzero and a nonunit element a E L such that a AL is 
discrete with respect to its relative topology. 
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Corollary 1.6. Under the same hypothesis as Corollary 1.5, for any nbd U of 0, if 
a = sup U exists, then b V L is discrete with respect to its relative topology for every 
b >a. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.3, there exists a compact open nbd c AL of 0 such that 
c A L c U. Thus c G a. By Lemma 1.4, c v L = cp(c’ AL) is discrete in the relative 
sense where cp(x> =x’ for every x EL. For any b > a, b V L is a subspace of 
c v L. Hence b V L is also discrete for every b. 2 a. 0 
Now we study locally compact, locally convex complete Boolean algebras. The 
results which we obtain here are not only interesting in themselves, but will be 
useful in the sequel. 
Lemma 1.7. Let (B, r) be a locally compact, locally convex complete atomic 
Boolean algebra. Then (B, 7) is algebraically and topologically isomorphic to 
(2A1, rP) x (2A2, S), where A =A, UA, (disjoint union) is the set of atoms B, 7P is 
the product topology of discrete two-point chains and 6 is the discrete topology on 
2A2. 
Proof. Clearly B E 2A algebraically. If B is discrete, then B = (2A~, a), A = A, 
and A, = @. Suppose that B is not discrete. Then by Corollary 1.3 there exists an 
open compact nbd b A L of 0 in B, where b # 0. By Lemma 1.6, b’ A L is discrete 
with respect to its relative topology. Clearly b AL is itself a compact Boolean 
algebra, we have b A L = (2A1, 7J algebraically and topologically, for some subset 
A, of A. Clearly b’ AL s 2A~ algebraically for the set A, =A\A,. Endowing 2AZ 
with the discrete topology 6, we have that b’ A L z (2A2, S) topologically as well. 
In all, the map f: B+(b AL)X(b’AL) defined by f(x)=(x A b, x Ab’) is 
bicontinuous, namely, f and f-’ are both continuous. The proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 1.8. Let (B, r) be a locally compact, locally convex complete TBA. Then 
(B, 7) has a representation as follows: (B, r) is isomorphic algebraically and topolog- 
ically to (2A1, TJ X (2 A2, 6) x D, where A =A, UA, is the set of atoms of B, rP is 
the product topology, 6 the discrete topology and D is a discrete atomless Boolean 
algebra. 
Proof. Let A be the set of atoms of B. If A = fl then the underlying algebra B is 
an atomless Boolean algebra. We show that in this case (B, G-) is discrete. For, if 
not then by Corollary 1.3, there exists a compact open nbd b A B of 0, where 
b # 0. Then b A L is itself a compact TBA. Thus it has at least one atom which is 
also an atom of B, which is a contradiction. Hence (B, 7) 2 D. Now suppose that 
A # @, let a = sup A. If a = 1, then B is complete and atomic. By Lemma 1.7, we 
have that (B, 7) z (2A~, TJ x (2 Az, 8). If a # 1, then the underlying algebra B is 
isomorphic to (a A B) X (a’ A B), algebraically. But a A B is itself a locally com- 
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pact, locally convex complete atomic TBA so that, by Lemma 1.7, we have that 
a AL = (2Al, 7J x (2AZ, 6). 0 
2. Representations of locally compact TOMLs 
In this section, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a locally 
compact, locally convex TOML to have a representation by a product of finitely 
many compact TOMLs and finitely many discrete TOMLs. 
The following lemma is easy to prove by [5, Corollaries 1 and 21. 
Lemma 2.1. Every locally compact, locally convex atomless TOML is discrete. 
Theorem 2.2. Let L be a locally compact, locally convex TOML whose center C(L) 
is nondiscrete and compact. Then L admits the following representation: L = C, x L, 
XL,X *** XL,, algebraically and topologically , where C, is a compact TOML, 
and each L, is an irreducible nowhere dense principal p-ideal of L, k = 1,2,. . . , n. 
Proof. Since the center C(L) of L is a compact TBA with respect to its relative 
topology, we have C(L) = (2A, ~~1, algebraically and topologically, where A is the 
set of atoms of C(L) (see [3, Corollary 11). Clearly L is not discrete. Then there 
exists a compact open nbd b A L of 0 in L where b # 0. Now consider W, = (b A 
L) n C(L). Then W, is a compact open nbd of 0 in C(L). Clearly W, Z IO} because 
C(L) is not discrete. Since (2A, rJ is a compact TBA, the topology 7P is generated 
by {p v L, p’ A L I p E A). Moreover, since W, is an open set containing 0 in 
C(L), it contains a basic open nbd of 0 in C(L), namely, there exist finitely many 
atoms p1,p2,. . . , p, of C(L)(=2A) such that (A ;,,p;> A C(L)c W,. Now let 
a = tIt,lpL. Then a E C(L) and a Q b. Therefore, a AL C b AL, and hence 
a AL is compact. For any qEA0=A\Ipl,p2,...,pn), we have qALca AL. It 
follows that q A L is compact for q EAT. Clearly a = sup A, and a’= V t+pk. 
We have that L z (a AL) X n;Jpk AL) algebraically and topologically. Setting 
C, = a A L and L, =pk A L, 1 G k Q n, we have the desired representation if we 
show that each L, is nowhere dense in L. Suppose that L,(=p, AL) is not 
nowhere dense in L. Then we have a nonvoid open set U in L with U cpk A L. By 
[5, Fact 31, U A L is an open set in L containing 0. Take a compact open nbd 
c A L, which is contained in U A L, where c Z 0. This is possible by Corollary 1.3 
since L is not discrete. But c <pk, i.e., p; < c’. Thus pi AL Cc’ A L which is 
discrete by Lemma 1.4. This is impossible because the nondiscrete dense compact 
factor C, = a A L is contained in p; A L. Hence each pk AL is nowhere dense in 
L, 0 G k 6 n. The proof is complete. 0 
The following lemma provides the necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
locally compact, locally convex TOML with compact center to admit a representa- 
tion of the form the product of compact OML and discrete OML. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let L be a locally compact, locally convex TOML whose center is 
compact, so that C(L) E (2A, TV). Then L is isomorphic algebraically and topologi- 
tally to C,XL,X ... x L,, for some compact TOML C, and discrete L, =pk A L 
forp, EA (k = 1,2,.. . ,n> iff (A z=,p;) AL is compact open in L. 
Proof. Suppose that L has such a representation. We have (V z= lpk) A L is 
discrete with respect to its relative topology, since L, x . . . X L, is discrete. By 
Lemma 1.4, we get that (A z,,p;> AL is an open set in L. Since C, z (A “,,,p;> 
AL, it is compact as well, and hence it is compact open in L. Conversely, if 
(A E= ,pL> A L is compact open, then (V zElpL) A L is discrete. Therefore, each 
L, =pk A L is discrete for k = 1,2,. . . , n. Setting C, = (v izlpk) AL, we have the 
desired representation. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Under the same hypotheses as in Lemma 2.3, if moreover each L, is 
also infinite, then the representation is unique up to isomolphism. 
Proof. Assume that L has two such representations: L E C, XL, X . . . XL, ED, 
xM,x ..’ xM,, where C, and D, are compact, each Li =pi A L and each 
Mj = qj A L are infinite irreducible and discrete for atoms pi and qj of the C(L). 
Since Lj is infinite discrete and D, = [O,(V q,)‘] is compact we have pi ED,. Thus 
each pi E {ql,. . . , q,}. It follows that the representation is unique up to isomor- 
phism. KI 
Lemma 2.5. Let L be a locally compact, locally convex TOML whose center is 
complete atomic and discrete, i.e., C(L) z (2A, 6) where S is the discrete topology, 
and let pl,. . . , p,, E A such that Li=pi A L is a compact irreducible infinite TOML 
and D, is a discrete TOML. Then L EL, XL, X . . . XL, X D, algebraically and 
topologically iff ( V ;f- = 1 I)~) A L is compact open in L. Furthermore, such a represen- 
tation is unique up to isomorphism. 
Proof. Let a = Vt,lp)k, and suppose that L has such a representation. Then 
aALELL,x *.* XL, is compact and D, 2 a’ AL is discrete. By Lemma 1.4, 
a AL is open in L. Hence a AL is compact open. Conversely, we have that 
a AL=LL,X ... XL, is open in L so that a’ A L is discrete. Setting D, = a’ AL, 
we have the desired decomposition. Since no discrete TOML contains an infinite 
compact subset, an argument similar to that of Corollary 2.4 shows that such 
representation is also unique up to isomorphism. q 
Remark. Under the same hypotheses for L as in Lemma 2.5, we note that any 
open compact nbd of 0 cannot contain infinitely many central elements, because 
the center is discrete. Thus any such representation of L cannot contain infinitely 
many nondegenerate compact factors. 
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Lemma 2.6. If L is a locally compact, locally convex TOML whose center is discrete 
complete and atomless, then L is discrete. 
Proof. Suppose that L is not discrete. Then there exists b(# 0) in L such that 
b A L is an open and compact nbd of 0. We have that either (i) (b AL) A (C(L)\ 
(11) = (0) or (ii) (b A L) A (C(L)\(l)) f (01. If (i) holds, then b Ax = 0 for every 
x E C(L)\{l}. Consider a maximal chain C in C(L). Since C(L) is atomless, we 
have sup(C\(l)) = 1. It follows that 0 = sup(b Ax I x E C(L)\(l)} = b A sup(C(L) 
\(l})=b h’ h w ic is a contradiction. Now if (ii) holds, choose c E C(L)\(l) such 
that b A’c # 0. Again take a maximal chain C from 0 to c in C(L) and let 
L, = b AL. Then b A C is a chain in L,. Note that L, is itself a compact TOML 
itself. Consider a maximal chain E containing b A C in L,. Then E is a closed set 
in L, because E = n x t e[(x A L,) U (x V L,)] and x A L,, x V L, are both closed. 
Hence E is a compact chain (hence lattice) in L,. On the other hand, since C(L) 
is discrete in its relative topology, there exists a nbd U of 0 in L such that 
U n C(L) = (O} and b A c $L U, where b A c Z 0. Since L is not discrete, by Corol- 
lary 1.3, there exists d in L such that d AL is compact open compact and 
dALcU.ThusCn(dAL)=(O}.Let e=bAdsothat eAL=(dAL)n(bAL) 
is also an open and compact nbd of 0 in L. Thus e # 0, since L is not discrete, and 
E\(e AL) is a closed chain in L,. Hence E \(e AL) is a compact chain in L,. 
Now let C,=(xEC(bAxEE\(eAL)} and let C,=(yECIbAyEEn(eA 
L)}. Then we have C = C, U C, (disjoint> and furthermore, c E C, and 0 E C, 
because b A c @ e AL since b A c @ U. Now let inf C, = ci and sup C, = c2 in 
C(L). Clearly ci & c2. But since C(L) is atomless, we have that ci = c2. Since E is 
a compact lattice, inf(b Ax 1 x E C,} and sup(b A y I y E CJ exist in E. But inf(b A 
xlxECi}=bA inf C,=bAc,EE\(eAL), because E\(eAL)is itself acom- 
pact chain. And sup(b A y 1 y E C,} = b A c2 E E n (e AL). This is a contradiction. 
Hence L must be discrete. 13 
The following lemma is immediate by Theorem 1.8: 
Lemma 2.7. If L is a locally compact, locally convex TOML whose center C(L) is 
complete, then C(L) g (2A1, 7P) X (2 A~, 6) x B, algebraically and topologically, 
where A =A, uA, (disjoint union) is the set of atoms of C(L), 7P the product 
topology on 2 Al, S the discrete topology on 2 Az and B, is a discrete atomless Boolean 
algebra. 
Combining all the results in Lemmas 2.3, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7, we have the following 
conclusion: Let L be any locally compact, locally convex TOML whose center 
C(L) is complete so that C(L) = (2A1, T~) X (2AZ, S> X B, as in Lemma 2.6. 
Calculating in C(L) let a = sup A,, b = sup A, and c = sup B,. Then we have 
L = (a A L) x (b A L) x (c A L) algebraically and topologically. Furthermore, a A 
L, b AL and c A L are all locally compact, locally convex TOMLs with respect to 
their relative topologies. And their centers are C(a AL) = (2A1, T& C(b AL) 2 
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(2A2, 6) and C( c A L) = B, which are compact, complete atomic and discrete, and 
discrete, respectively. 
Let p1,p2,. . . , P,,EA~ and ql,..., qm E A, such that Li =pi A L (i = 1,2,. . . , n) 
is irreducible infinite and discrete, and Ki = qj A L (j = 1,2,. . . , m) is irreducible 
infinite and compact, and let C, be a compact OML, D, a discrete atomic OML 
and D a discrete atomless OML. By Corollary 2.3, a A L z C, x L, x . . . x L, iff 
(A ;=I pi) A L is compact open. And by Lemma 2.5, b AL z K, X K, X . . . X K, 
X D, iff (V Tzl qj> V L is compact open. By Lemma 2.6, c A L( = D) must be a 
discrete atomless OML. 
Hence we have the following main theorem: 
Theorem 2.8. Let L be a locally compact, locally conuex TOML whose center C(L) is 
complete. Then L = (C, X L, XL, X . ’ . XL,) X (K, X . . . X K, X D,,) x D, alge- 
braically and topologically iff (A r= 1 p,I> A L and ( V y! 1 qj) V L are both compact 
open. Furthermore, such representation is unique up to isomorphism, provided it 
exists. 
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